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RICARDO AYMERICH KINGSBURY 

CIVIL ENGINEER 

APPRAISER 

San José, 6 August 2009. 

Honourable  

 Administrative and Civil  

Tax Court,  

Second Circuit Court of San José. 

 

Gentlemen: 

I the undersigned, RICARDO AYMERICH KINGSBURY, identification card number 1-288-

498, of age, divorced, Civil Engineer, Court Agent and Associate Surveyor, do hereby truthfully 

make the following statement: 

1.  BACKGROUND 

The goal is to identify AN EXACT POINT, using the necessarily surveying instruments, in 

PLAYA GRANDE, Guanacaste, facing the centre of the Tamarindo, the geographic coordinates 

of which are as follows: N 255.000 and E 335.050. 

I visited the site on 24 June, 2009, leaving at 7:00 am, having lunch in the city of Liberia, after 

which time we drove to Tamarindo; marking points or clear landmarks in Escuela de Villareal, 

intersection of the public street and the town's cemetery.  Once the points were defined, we drove 

to the pier, where we took a boat to get to Playa Grande, where we found the point that is to be 

defined on site 

2.  SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT EMPLOYED 

Attached please find a copy of the equipment used, a TOTAL STATION, a GPS, a 50.00 m tape, 

a prism, poles and metal pins.  Please note that for all of these types of surveying work, you need 

at least a two-man team, one surveyor and one chain-man, and the latter is the person who holds 

the tape and prism you need to place them at the landmark and auxiliary points you want defined.  

3.  ANALYSIS 

The surveyor's requirements indicated the definition of point one, and such point is established at 

coordinates N 255.000 and E 335.050, where a wooden stick painted phosphorescent orange 2 

metres tall was buried some 95 cm deep.  From that stick, references were placed on three 

natural mangrove trees and a fourth intermediary that was placed on an electrical fence post, 

which the attached sketch shows. On this same survey, key points for proving the point 

(landmark) marked were located, and these mapped points are shown on the same sketch. The 

GPS used for this work is the GARMIN MAP 76 CX, which also works under natural tree 

coverage and undergrowth. 
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The point is located in a zone that is part of an estuary and mangrove, and is influenced by the 

tides. And once the tides rise, as was the case yesterday (Wednesday, 24 June) at 1:20 in the 

afternoon, it ends up under 30 cm of water. 

The site was reached by boat, from the bank of Playa Tamarindo to the site indicated in Playa 

Grande, where the point was established based upon GPS coordinates. Said device indicated the 

previous coordinates. In addition, five references were taken for said point, to better locate it in 

the event that any deterioration is caused by local people or animals in the zone, which could 

damage the stick at the point indicated.  

Pursuant to the foregoing, my duty is complete with respect to everything required by the parties 

interested in this case.  However, I remain available to any of the parties involved or this Court to 

answer any questions that may arise. 

4.  PROFESSIONAL FEES 

As there are no fees tables for calculating the professional surveyor work we perform, the fees 

were set by the Court's Executive Office. Therefore, I am presenting my expense report for the 

hours involved in performing this work, which involve the following: time taken (to and from) 

travelling to the job site (San José-Liberia-Tamarindo-Playa Grande-San José); the time taken to 

define the landmark and auxiliary points: and last but not least, the down time caused by delays 

due to work being performed on the "MOPT" of the Interamericana Highway. 

EXPENSE REPORT 

1. Kilometres travelled (to and from)  

San José-Playa Grande (surveyor's own vehicle, license plate number 604706) 568.00 Km 

Per kilometre amount according to the  

General Comptroller of the Republic  ¢108.80/Km 

Total mileage .......................................................................................................¢61,798.40 

2. Travel time (to and from) and hours  

to perform the surveying work  12 Hrs 

Hourly professional fees rate according to the  

"CFIA" (see attached certification) ¢20,776.02 

Total hours  ........................................................................................................¢249,312.25 

3. Fees grand total (mileage + hours)  

¢61,798.40 + ¢249,312.25 = ¢311,110.65 
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Regards, 

Sincerely, 

 

__________________________________________ 

Eng. Ricardo Aymerich Kingsbury 

Civil Engineer (IC 7O3) 

Associated Surveyor (TA 703) 

Court Agent 

Court Examiner 
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